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Abstract

The joint velocity-turbulence frequency-composition PDF method is applied to a lifted turbulent jet flam
H2/N2 fuel issuing into a wide coflow of lean combustion products, which are at a temperature of 1045 K.
calculations with detailed chemistry are performed using three existing mixing models (IEM, MC, and EMS
two chemistry mechanisms (the Mueller and Li mechanisms). Numerically accurate results are obtained a
pared with the experimental data. Recent experiments have shown that the stabilization height of this lifte
is very sensitive to the coflow temperature, much more than to the inlet velocity profile or the initial tempera
the fuel. One percent (i.e., 10 K) change in the coflow temperature (which is well within the experimental
tainty) can double the lift-off height. The joint PDF calculations capture this sensitivity very well and are in
agreement with the measurements for the velocity, mixture fraction, and species. The three mixing mod
relatively similar results, implying that the cases studied here are mainly controlled by chemical kinetics.
mechanism results in earlier ignition than the Mueller mechanism and hence gives shorter lift-off heights o
whole test range. The joint PDF calculations generally give better agreement with the measurements than
composition PDF calculations [A.R. Masri et al., Combust. Theory Modelling 8 (2004) 1–22]. A new pa
algorithm, involving domain partitioning of particles, has been implemented to facilitate these computation
 2005 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The probability density function (PDF) approa
is now established as a numerical tool capable
modeling various important combustion phenome
relevant to practical combustion devices such as lo
extinction, reignition, and pollutant emissions[1–3].
The main advantage of this approach lies in the ca
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bility of handling nonlinear chemical reactions wit
out approximation. Recent developments in the
merical method[4] have enabled detailed chemic
kinetics to be used with reasonable computatio
costs. However, modeling mixing in PDF methods
still an open issue and the performance of the m
ing models remains the subject of further investi
tions[5].

The three mixing models most widely used
PDF methods are the IEM model (Interaction by E
change with the Mean)[6], which is identical to the
e. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Table 1
Experimental conditions studied by Cabra et al.[10] (the stoichiometric mixture fraction isξst = 0.47, andXH2 denotes the
mole fraction of H2, etc.)

Diameter,
D (mm)

Velocity,
U (m/s)

Temperature,
T (K)

XH2 XO2 XN2 XH2O

Jet 4.57 107 305 0.2537 0.0021 0.7427 0.00
Coflow 210 3.5 1045 5× 10−4 0.1474 0.7534 0.098
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LMSE model[7], the MC model (Modified Curl)[8],
and the EMST model (Euclidean Minimum Spanni
Tree)[9]. For the simple test case of a partially stirr
reactor, Ren and Pope[5] show that these three mo
els can produce qualitatively and quantitatively d
ferent predictions. In this paper, the performance
these models is examined in joint PDF calculations
a lifted hydrogen jet flame in a vitiated coflow[10].
For each of these models, the rate of mixing is
termined by the model constantCφ , which repre-
sents the mechanical-to-scalar time-scale ratio.
vious studies show that PDF model calculations
sensitive to the value ofCφ [1,11]. In the present cal
culations, three different values ofCφ are employed
in order to characterize the effects on the PDF ca
lations.

The flame studied here is a turbulent jet flame
H2/N2 issuing into a wide coflow of lean combustio
products. This burner geometry, developed by Ca
et al. [10], provides a platform for studying comple
lifted flames which may be undergoing autoignitio
The burner simulates conditions, albeit with simp
flows, that are encountered in gas turbine combus
and furnaces where there is a recirculation of hot co
bustion products. Extensive data[10,12–15]now exist
for selected flames stabilized on the Cabra burner
abling it to become a model problem for validati
calculations. The experimental condition studied
Cabra et al.[10] and detailed inTable 1, is taken as
the base case in the current work.

Earlier calculations of the flame with the sam
conditions listed inTable 1, have been reported b
Masri et al.[16] and Cabra et al.[10] using the com-
position PDF approach. The calculations of Masr
al. [16] use the CFD package, FLUENT, with the M
mixing model and show that this flame is largely co
trolled by autoignition.

The characteristics of these flames were rece
investigated by Wu et al.[12] and Gordon et al.[17]
for different operating conditions, e.g., coflow tem
perature, coflow velocity, and jet velocity. It is foun
that the stabilization height is very sensitive to t
coflow temperature. This sensitivity is a challengi
modeling problem for numerical calculations.

This paper represents the first velocity-compo
tion joint PDF calculations of this flame, and the fi
study of the comparative performance of all thr
mixing models in application to a turbulent flam
The Li mechanism[18] for hydrogen chemistry is
used, and its performance is compared with that of
Mueller mechanism[19]. Calculations are performe
over a range of operating conditions, which inclu
not only those investigated experimentally[12,17]but
also other conditions such as different jet tempe
tures and inlet turbulence levels. Some comparis
between the present joint PDF calculations and
previous composition PDF calculations[16] are also
shown.

In the next section, the submodels used in the j
PDF calculations are briefly introduced and the val
of the model constants are given. Then the numer
method is outlined, and the steps taken to ensure
numerical accuracy of the calculations are describ
The results of the calculations are then presented
compared to the experimental data. Conclusions
drawn in the final section.

2. The joint velocity-turbulence
frequency-composition PDF method

The particle implementation of the joint PD
method requires models for mixing, velocity and t
bulent frequency following a fluid particle[20]. Var-
ious Langevin models have been developed[21–23]
for the evolution of the particle velocity to account f
the acceleration due to the mean pressure gradien
to provide a closure for the effects of viscous dissi
tion and the fluctuating pressure gradient. The S
(Simplified Langevin Model)[21], which is the sim-
plest, is used in the present calculations. The mo
constantC0 is set toC0 = 2.1.

The turbulent frequency is a particle prope
which provides the time scale of turbulence. Here
use the stochastic frequency model of Van Sloote
al. [23] with the constants set to their standard v
ues:Cω1 = 0.65, Cω2 = 0.9, C3 = 1.0, C4 = 0.25,
and CΩ = 0.6893. The turbulence models used
the same as those used in many previous studies,
[24,25].

In PDF methods, the effect of molecular diff
sion on the composition is represented by a mix
model. Three different mixing models, IEM, MC, an
EMST, are implemented in the calculations. The m
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ing model constantCφ is traditionally set to 2.0, bu
different values have also been used in previous P
calculations. Using the EMST model, Xu and Po
[1] observe the correct level of local extinction
joint PDF calculations of the Barlow and Frank[26]
flames (D, E, and F) when the valueCφ = 1.5 is used.
On the other hand, using the MC model, Lindst
et al. [11] suggest the valueCφ = 2.3 in their cal-
culations of the same flames. This value is also u
by Lindstedt and Louloudi[3] in the calculations o
four pilot-stabilized turbulent jet flames investigat
experimentally by Masri and co-workers[27]. In the
present work, the influence ofCφ is examined by per
forming calculations with the valuesCφ = 1.5, 2.0,
and 2.5 for each of the mixing models.

In addition to the micro-mixing process, a pa
ticle’s composition also changes due to chem
reaction. An accurate mechanism is necessary to
scribe combustion chemistry particularly for a flam
involving strong turbulence-chemistry interaction
Two chemistry mechanisms are used in the cur
calculations. The first one is the hydrogen mec
nism developed by Mueller et al.[19] which involves
10 species (H2, H, O, O2, OH, H2O, HO2, H2O2, Ar,
N2) and 21 reactions. The second mechanism by
et al. [18] involves the same species as the Mue
mechanism with modifications to some of the th
modynamic and kinetic data.

3. Numerical solutions

There are several implementations of partic
mesh methods to solve the modeled joint PDF eq
tions. All computations presented here use a c
named HYB2D [25] which implements a hybrid
FV/particle algorithm. In the hybrid algorithm, th
PDF/particle method (particle part) is coupled w
a finite volume solver (FV part). The FV part solv
the mean conservation equations for mass, mom
tum, energy, and the mean equation of state; and
particle part solves the fluctuating velocity-turbule
frequency-composition PDF transport equations. T
FV calculations provide mean fields of velocity, de
sity, and pressure to the particle part and obtain
turbulent fluxes and mean reaction source term fr
the particle calculations. The algorithm is fully co
sistent at the level of differential equations, but no
the numerical level (because of truncation error a
other numerical errors). Correction algorithms dev
oped by Muradoglu et al.[25] are used to guarante
consistency of the duplicate fields at all levels.

The flow considered here is statistically 2D a
isymmetric and nonswirling. A polar-cylindrical (z, r)
coordinate system is used with the origin at the c
ter of the fuel jet at its exit plane. The computation
domain is rectangular, of extent (0,15D) in the radial
direction, and (0,50D) in axial direction, whereD is
the diameter of the jet (D = 4.57 mm).

The inlet velocity profile is taken either from me
surements[15] or from earlier calculations of Mas
et al. [16]. The velocity covariance is specified v
the correlation coefficientρuv : betweenr = 0 and
r = R ≡ 0.5D, ρuv varies linearly from 0 to 0.4; fo
1 � r/R � 2.87,ρuv equals 0.4; and forr/R > 2.87,
ρuv is zero. The remaining covariances are assu
to be zero for this nonswirling axisymmetric flow. Th
ratio of production to dissipation is specified as un
which, together with the specified profiles, determin
the inlet profile of mean turbulence frequency. Co
sequentlyΩ is set to zero forr/R > 2.87. This has
negligible impact on the calculations, since the val
of Ω within the jet are up to five orders of magnitu
larger than those atr/R = 2; andΩ is calculated as
a conditional mean in which values ofΩ below the
mean〈Ω〉 are excluded[28]. The temperature, com
position, and density are specified as being uniform
each stream in accord with the experimentally de
mined values (seeTable 1). A trace amount of Argon
is added to the fuel and this is used to determ
mixture fraction. This is done for convenience: t
mixture fraction can also be determined from oth
conserved scalars. The coflow boundary (r = 15D)
is treated as a perfect-slip wall. Symmetry conditio
are applied on the centerline (r = 0). At the exit plane,
in the FV part, the mean density and the axial and
dial mean velocities are extrapolated from the inter
and the pressure is specified.

A parallel algorithm, named “domain partitionin
of particles,” has been developed and implemen
by Cao et al.[29]. To explain this algorithm, let u
consider a PDF simulation performed in parallel
ing N processors. The FV grid partitions the soluti
domain intoncell cells. These cells are distribute
into N subdomains, each consisting of approximat
ncell/N cells and each assigned to a different proc
sor. There are a total ofNp particles, with each cel
containing approximatelyNpc = Np/ncell particles.
At the beginning of each time step, all of the partic
in a cell are stored on the same processor, namely
processor which is assigned to the subdomain c
taining the cell. During the time step (on convecti
substeps) particles can move from cell to cell a
some may move to cells in different subdomains.
the end of the time step, message passing (using M
is performed to transfer particles that have mov
from their initial subdomain to the processor cor
sponding to their current subdomain.

In this domain partitioning of particles, since a
of the particles in a given cell are stored on the sa
processor, it is simple to implement particle int
action models (e.g., Curl’s model or EMST) on t
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full ensemble of particles in a cell. So, this alg
rithm has the advantages of reducing the bias rel
both with particle-mean-field interactions and w
particle-particle interactions. It has been verified t
the parallel and serial computations yield statistica
identical results. Note, however, that only the parti
part of the code is parallelized: the same FV com
tation is performed on each processor. The metho
effective in reducing the turnaround time by a fac
of 15 when 30 processors are used. Load balan
and communication overhead issues need to be
solved to achieve higher parallel efficiency and f
ther reductions in turnaround time.

Numerical accuracy is crucial in modeling stud
of turbulent reactive flows. The discrepancy betwe
the calculated results and the reliable experimenta
sults has two ingredients: the modeling error, cau
by deficiencies in the physical and chemical mod
and the numerical error caused by the solution a
rithms. To investigate the performance of the ph
ical and chemical models, the numerical error m
be below acceptable levels. The following paragra
describe the efforts to minimize the numerical
rors which are controlled by the following param
ters: (i) the ISAT (In-Situ-Adaptive Tabulation)[4]
error tolerance, (ii) the number of cells in the d
main, (iii) the number of particles per cell, (iv) th
coefficients of the numerical viscosity, and (v) the c
efficients of time averaging.

ISAT is used for the implementation of the d
tailed chemistry. The error incurred in retrieving fro
the ISAT table is controlled by the specified error t
eranceεtol. When retrieving is not possible and th
ODEs are integrated numerically, the associated
merical error is controlled by the specified ODE er
tolerance. The effects of the ISAT and ODE error t
erances have been studied systematically by Mas
al. [16]. Since essentially the same ISAT and che
cal mechanism are used in the present work, the s
parameters, i.e., ISAT and ODE error tolerances
6.25×10−6 and 1×10−8, respectively, are used her
This guarantees that the tabulation error results in
than 2% error in the conditional mean temperat
at the stoichiometric mixture fraction[16], a quantity
which is found to be very sensitive to such errors.

Grid convergence is examined using grid siz
from 24×24, 48×48, 68×68, 96×96 to 136×136.
The 96× 96 grid is used for all the present calcu
tions. This results in errors no greater than 1% (w
respect to the peak value) for the mean tempera
and major species, and 5% for the minor species.

The effect of the average number of particles
cell Npc is studied withNpc = 25, 50, and 100 fo
all the three mixing models separately on the coa
est grid 24× 24. The discrepancy between the resu
for Npc = 50 andNpc = 100 is around 1% for tem
perature and the major species and about 6% for
minor species. The valueNpc = 100 is used in all sub
sequent calculations.

The FV solver involves two numerical visco
ity coefficientsν2 andν4. Numerical viscosities ar
added as dissipative terms in the numerical schem
the current finite-volume solver[30]. The dissipative
terms are constructed as an adaptive blend of se
and fourth order differences and are needed to st
lize the scheme so that it converges to a steady-s
solution. Calculations on the 96× 96 grid with three
different sets of numerical viscosities were perform
and the results show that the discrepancy betw
them is less than 0.5% for the mean temperature
major species, and about 3% for the minor spec
In the calculations reported here, the values used
ν2 = 0.25 andν4 = 2.0, the same as those used
previous calculations[28,31].

In the current HYB2D code, a loosely coupl
hybrid algorithm using pseudo-time stepping is i
plemented[25] and time averaging is used to redu
the statistical error in the final results. It takes ab
500 steps for particles initially in the domain to
swept out of the domain. Typically, more than 60
time steps (in the particle part) are used for time av
aging, and this corresponds to about 12 flowthro
times. The time-averaging factor used in the mov
time average increases from 20 to 1200 from the
ginning to the end of this process. The purpose
performing extensive time averaging is to minimi
the effect of statistical fluctuations which (with tim
averaging) are less than 0.5% for mean tempera
and major species and 2% for the means of mi
species. Another reason is that a calculation of 6
particle time steps can be performed in one day du
the implementation of parallel processing algorithm

4. Results and discussion

The computations presented in this section use
96× 96 grid with 100 particles per cell. Mean qua
tities are obtained by averaging over more than 6
time steps. The ISAT and ODE error tolerances are
to 6.25× 10−6 and 1.0 × 10−8, respectively. Thes
conditions were found by Masri[16] to yield numeri-
cally accurate calculations.

4.1. The experiments

The composition and velocity measurements
ferred to in this paper were performed, respectiv
at Sandia National Laboratories and the University
Sydney. Stability measurements by Wu et al.[12] and
Gordon et al.[17], presented inFig. 1, show that the
lift-off height of these flames,H/D, is very sensitive
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Fig. 1. Measured and computed lift-off height using differe
values of coflow temperature. (Circles) Measurements of
et al.[12]; (dotted line with squares) measurements of G
don et al.[17]; (line with diamond) joint PDF calculation
using the EMST mixing model and the Li mechanism.

to the temperature of the coflow (Tc) such that a de
crease of 10 degrees inTc can double the value o
H/D. These two sets of temperature measurem
were made at different times with different therm
couples, and the differences between the two set
results are within the expected error from thermoc
ple measurements which, at these temperatures,
the order of 30 K[10]. Using advanced laser diagno
tics to measure temperatures (Tc) in the coflow would
be extremely useful and this is planned for future
periments.

Given this high sensitivity toTc, the flame lift-off
height is used instead as a qualitative marker of s
ilar flames that have the same fuel jet velocity.
an example, composition measurements were m
at Sandia for a flame withTc = 1045 K which cor-
responds to a lift-off height ofH/D ≈ 10. Based
on the measurements of Wu et al.[12], to obtain a
flame with the same lift-off height at the Universi
of Sydney, the coflow temperature had to be redu
to aboutTc = 1022 K[15]. Flow-field measurement
were then made in this flame which is now tak
as the Sydney University representation for Sand
Tc = 1045 K case.

Measurements in nonreacting flows[13] have
shown that the surrounding air begins to affect the
at aboutz/D = 25, where the uniform coflow tempe
ature profile is diminished. Because of the differen
between the nonreacting case and reacting cases
location of the point where the surrounding air beg
to affect the jet may be different for the reacting ca
but it may still be somewhere aroundz/D = 25. In the
current calculations, a wide coflow is used to prov
a uniform coflow environment without a surroundi
air stream. Hence comparisons between calculat
and experimental data are only relevant in region
the flow upstream of the location where the cold
begins to affect the jet (i.e., forz/D � 25).

4.2. Effect of the boundary conditions

4.2.1. Effect of the coflow temperature
Fig. 1 also shows a sample calculation for t

lift-off heights computed for a range of coflow tem
peratures using the EMST mixing model and the
mechanism. It is clear that while the trends are s
ilar to the experimental measurements, the abso
lift-off heights are different and this may be due to
combination of experimental errors, numerical erro
and different definitions of the lift-off height. Thi
implies that in order to make sensible comparis
between calculations and measurements (as we
between calculations), flames are selected to h
the same lift-off height but not necessarily the sa
coflow temperature. For example, for further co
parison with the measurements in the Sandia fla
(Tc = 1045 K andH/D ∼ 10), Fig. 1 shows that a
lift-off height of H/D = 10 in these calculations co
responds to a coflow temperature of 1033 K.

Experimentally [12,17], the stabilization heigh
was obtained from digital images of flame em
sion recorded at the flame base. This emission a
mainly from water as well as other species such
OH. To facilitate comparison with experimental da
a relevant numerical criterion needs to be defin
for lift-off height. For the same flame studied he
Cabra et al.[10] reported that at the visible lift-off re
gion, the measured mass fraction of OH reaches a
2 × 10−4. This criterion is adopted here and the li
off height, H, is defined numerically as the first ax
location,z, at which the Favre mean mass fraction
OH reaches a value of 2× 10−4 (at any radius). Fur
ther comparison of measured and calculated lift
heights are reported below (Figs. 8 and 10).

Experimental data[10] as well as the current ca
culations indicate that the ignition zone is genera
located off the axis at a radial positionr ≈ 5 mm. Ax-
ial profiles at this radial location are, therefore, us
to investigate the effects of the coflow temperature
the lift-off height.Fig. 2 shows a comparison of th
measured with computed axial profiles (off the axis
r = 5 mm) of Favre mean and rms temperature,
mass fraction of OH and H2O. Coflow temperature
of Tc = 1022, 1030, 1038, 1045, 1060, and 1080
are used for these computations. It is clear that as
coflow temperature increases, the flame ignites so
and the ignition point moves toward the jet exit pla
The lift-off heights obtained usingTc = 1060 K and
Tc = 1080 K are very close to each other. A furth
increase in the coflow temperature has a small
fect on the flame.Fig. 2 confirms that the flame i
very sensitive to the temperature in the coflow mak
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Fig. 2. Axial profiles (off the axis atr = 5 mm) of Favre mean (left plots) and rms (right plots) temperature, and mass fracti
OH and H2O. (Circles) Measurements[13]; (lines) PDF calculations using the Mueller mechanism and the EMST mixing m
with different values of the coflow temperatureTc. (Solid line with plus)Tc = 1022 K; (solid line with diamond)Tc = 1030 K;
(dash dot)Tc = 1038 K; (dash)Tc = 1045 K; (solid)Tc = 1060 K; (dot)Tc = 1080 K.
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it extremely hard to obtain absolute agreement w
measurements given that the experimental uncerta
in the temperature data is 3%[10].

4.2.2. Effect of the inlet velocity profiles
Two different inlet velocity profiles are used in th

paper and shown inFig. 3. One inlet velocity pro-
file is taken from previous calculations by Masri
al. [16] for the Sandia flame withTc = 1045 K. These
calculations used the composition PDF approach

Fig. 3. Measured and calculated inlet velocity profil
(Symbols) The measured velocity profiles[15]; (lines) the
calculated velocity profiles[16].
were initiated further upstream of the exit plane. T
computed velocity profiles atx/D = 0 are used her
and these are referred to as the “computed inlet
locity profiles.” The second set of inlet velocity pr
files is measured at the University of Sydney for
flame withTc = 1022 K [15]. These are referred t
as the“measured inlet velocity profiles.” Two obs
vations can be made fromFig. 3. First, the com-
puted centerline mean axial velocity is lower than
measured centerline velocity by about 7%. Seco
the computed peak rms fluctuation of velocities
about half of the measured values. The possible
son is that the turbulence intensity of 10% used in
boundary condition of the composition PDF calcu
tions may be lower than the actual value.

Calculations are performed here for a flame w
the same fuel jet velocity of 107 m/s andTc = 1033 K
but with different inlet velocity profiles; namely th
“computed” and“measured” inlet velocity profile
Both calculations use the EMST mixing model a
the Li mechanism. Results are shown inFig. 4 in the
form of radial profiles for the mean axial velocity an
its rms fluctuations. The calculations using the m
sured inlet velocity profiles yield better agreeme
with the experimental data for the mean velocity,
the calculations that use the computed inlet velo
profiles show better agreement with the measured
fluctuations of velocity.

Also shown onFig. 4 are previous calculation
performed by Masri et al.[16] using the composition
PDF approach and corresponding joint PDF calcu
tions using the MC mixing model and the Muell
mechanism. It is notable here that the current jo
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Fig. 4. Radial profiles of mean (left plots) and rms (right plots) axial velocity. (Circles) Measurements[15]; (solid line), joint
PDF calculations with the computed inlet velocity profiles (EMST, Li,Tc = 1033 K); (dash line) joint PDF calculations with th
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PDF calculations result in improved mean velocit
and rms fluctuations, even atz/D = 1, compared to
the composition PDF approach. Further investigat
about the effect of the inlet velocity profiles is show
in Section4.6.

4.2.3. Effect of the inlet turbulence intensity
The effect of the inlet turbulence intensity is inve

tigated by changing the amplitude of the inlet (bo
the jet and coflow) velocity fluctuations. The co
tour plots of the Favre mean mass fraction of OH
shown inFig. 5. The LHS plot is obtained using th
standard calculated inlet velocity rms while the RH
plot is obtained using twice this value. The locati
of the base of the flame is almost the same for b
cases. However, significant differences in the sub
quent development of the flame may be observ
Further comparisons are shown inFig. 6 including
one additional calculation using half of the stand
calculated inlet velocity fluctuations. Axial profile
for Favre means of mixture fraction, temperature, a
the mass fraction of OH are plotted for two radial
cations ofr = 0 andr = 5 mm. It is clear that the
initial turbulence level affects the mixing at dow
stream locations in the jet and hence the tempera
and composition fields.

Different inlet velocity fluctuations, and henc
different turbulence intensities, change the effec
macro-mixing between the jet and the coflow and c
sequently change the profiles of mixture fraction a
temperature. In the rangez/D < 10, the change o
OH is mainly controlled by the reaction instead of
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Fig. 5. Contour plots of the Favre mean mass fraction of
obtained using joint PDF calculations (MC, Mueller mech
nism,Tc = 1045 K) with different inlet velocity fluctuations
(a) Standard calculated inlet velocity fluctuation profil
(b) inlet velocity fluctuation doubled.

macro-mixing, so the OH profiles are almost the sa
and the locations of the flame bases are approxima
Table 2
Lift-off heights obtained using different boundary conditio

Effect of jet temperature

Jet temperature (K) 290 305 32
Lift-off height (H/D) 9.8 8.5 7.0

Effect of jet velocity

Jet velocity (m/s) 96 107 170
Lift-off height (H/D) 8.1 8.5 11.2

Effect of coflow velocity

Coflow velocity (m/s) 3.5 7.0 10.5
Lift-off height (H/D) 8.5 10 14

the same for the three cases with different inlet vel
ity fluctuations. Large differences can be observe
the OH profiles further downstream because sign
cant amounts of OH have been produced and both
reaction and the macro-mixing affect the local co
centration of OH.

4.2.4. Effect of other inlet boundary conditions
Unlike the coflow temperature, other bounda

conditions, i.e., the coflow velocity, jet temperatu
and jet velocity, have little effect on this flame. A sum
mary of the numerical test results is shown inTable 2.

For the jet temperature, a 5% change results in
than 20% change in the lift-off heights. This effe
is much smaller than that of the coflow temperatu
which can double the lift-off height with only 1%
change. The lift-off height increases slowly with t
ction
-

tions;
city fluc-
Fig. 6. Axial profiles off the axis atr = 5 mm (left plots) and centerline profiles (right plots) of the Favre mean mass fra
of OH, mixture fraction and temperature. (Circles) Measurements[13]; (lines) joint PDF calculations (MC, Mueller mech
anism,Tc = 1045 K) with different inlet velocity fluctuations. (Dashed line) Standard calculated inlet velocity fluctua
(dash-dotted) half of the standard calculated inlet velocity fluctuations; (solid) double the standard calculated inlet velo
tuations.
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Fig. 7. Axial profiles on the centerline (r = 0) of Favre mean (left plots) and rms (right plots) mixture fraction, temperature
mass fraction of OH. (Circles) Measurements[13]; (lines) PDF calculations withTc = 1045 K, using the Mueller mechanis
and the EMST mixing model withCφ = 1.5 (dotted), 2.0 (dashed), and 2.5 (solid).
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increase of the jet velocity and coflow velocity in t
calculations.

For the jet velocity, this tendency is qualitative
the same as the measurements[12,17]. However,
for the coflow velocity, the calculations and me
surements give different trends. In the calculatio
the lift-off height increases monotonically with th
coflow velocity. On the other hand, the measured
off heights[12] reach a maximum value for a coflo
velocity of 4.5 m/s. Further increases in coflow v
locity result in a decrease in the lift-off height. Mo
investigation is needed to understand this discrepa

4.3. Effect ofCφ and the comparison of mixing
models

4.3.1. Effect ofCφ

Masri et al.[16] have shown in their compositio
PDF calculations that this flame is largely chemica
controlled and the value of the mixing model co
stantCφ has a relatively small effect. It is expecte
that this is also true for the joint PDF calculation
Fig. 7shows the axial profiles for the Favre mean a
rms mixture fraction, temperature, and mass frac
of OH computed for the lifted flame using differe
values ofCφ . As expected, an increase inCφ results
in a decrease in the rms fluctuations of mixture fr
tion.

More investigations of the effect ofCφ are per-
formed by calculating the lift-off height over a seri
of coflow temperatures and the results are show
Fig. 8. Once again we find that the effect ofCφ is rela-
tively small compared to the effect of the coflow te
Fig. 8. Lift-off height against coflow temperature. (Circle
Measurements of Wu et al.[12]; (dotted line with square
measurements of Gordon et al.[17]; (lines) joint PDF cal-
culations using the EMST mixing model and the Muel
mechanism with the mixing model constantCφ = 1.5 (dot-
ted line with cross), 2.0 (dashed line with diamond), and 2.5
(solid line with triangle).

perature. The lift-off heights obtained using differe
values ofCφ are almost identical for coflow tempe
atures higher than 1030 K. The difference becom
obvious when the coflow temperature decrease
1022 K. An increase in the value ofCφ results in
stronger mixing in composition space which fac
tates reaction and hence reduces the lift-off hei
(The lift-off heights obtained usingTc = 1022 K are
much larger thanH/D = 25. At these downstream lo
cations, the flame penetrates the hot coflow cone
is subsequently affected by the surrounding air.)
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Fig. 9. Axial profiles on the centerline (r = 0) of Favre mean (left plots) and rms (right plots) mixture fraction, tempera
and mass fraction of H2 and OH. (Circles) Measurements[13]; (lines) PDF calculations withTc = 1045 K, using the Muelle
mechanism and different mixing models. MC (dotted), IEM (dashed), EMST (solid).
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The EMST mixing model is used in the abo
calculations. The effect ofCφ is also tested (but no
shown) for the MC and IEM mixing models with th
coflow temperature set to 1045 K: the tendency
similar to that of the EMST mixing model. Since th
effect ofCφ is relatively small for all mixing models
the standard value (Cφ = 2.0) is used for all subse
quent calculations presented in this paper.

4.3.2. Comparison of mixing models
Fig. 9 compares measured centerline profiles

the Favre mean and rms of mixture fraction, temp
ature, and the mass fraction of H2 and OH computed
using the MC, IEM, and EMST mixing models. It ca
be seen that all calculations are in reasonable ag
ment with the experimental data. The differences
tween different mixing models are small except
the profiles of OH. For the Favre mean OH, the c
culation using the MC mixing model is significant
different than those of the IEM and EMST mixin
models. The peak value obtained using IEM is ab
20% higher than that of EMST calculations. Sign
icant differences can also be observed for the
fluctuations of OH. However, all of these differenc
are quite small and much less than the difference
responding to 1% change in the coflow temperat
At some locations these differences are of the sa
order as the experimental and computational un
tainties, so it is not evident (from these results) t
one mixing model is distinctly superior to the other

Further investigations of the performance of t
mixing models are made by performing a series
calculations using different values of coflow tem
perature and the results are shown inFig. 10. The
EMST calculations give shorter lift-off heights tha
the IEM calculations over the whole range of tes
coflow temperatures. The MC calculations give
largest lift-off heights at most coflow temperatur
but a crossover occurs with the IEM and EMST c
culations at coflow temperatures of about 1028
1022 K for the Mueller and Li mechanisms, resp
tively.

For the calculations obtained using the sa
mechanism, the differences in the lift-off heights b
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Fig. 10. Lift-off height against coflow temperature. (Circle
Measurements of Wu et al.[12]; (dotted line with square
measurements of Gordon et al.[17]; (lines) joint PDF calcu-
lations using Mueller mechanism (solid line) and Li mec
anism (dashed line) with different mixing models. MC (lin
with cross); IEM (line with diamond); EMST (line with tri
angle).

tween different mixing models are generally less th
3D, whereD is the jet diameter. But it can reach u
to 10D in the low coflow temperature range. It is al
worth noting that the differences in the calculated l
off heights due to different mixing models are smal
that the differences due to different chemistry mec
nisms.

Figs. 11–14show scatter plots for temperature ve
sus mixture fraction at four different axial location
the flames. In each figure, a measured scatter pl
shown along with three others calculated using
IEM, MC, and EMST mixing models. The Muelle
mechanism is used for these calculations. The s
lines shown on each plot represents the equilibr
temperature. To compare the performance of differ
mixing models, the coflow temperature is adjusted
the calculations so that ignition occurs at the same
cation as that of the measurements[10]. The coflow
temperatures needed to achieve this areTc = 1033,
1040, and 1038 K for IEM, MC, and EMST mixin
models, respectively.

The reasons that this flame is insensitive to diff
ent mixing models can be explained byFig. 11show-
ing results atz/D = 9 which is just upstream of th
ignition point. At this location, both measuremen
and calculations show almost all fluid samples ly
on the inert mixing line between(ξ, T ) = (0,1045 K)

and (ξ, T ) = (1,305 K). And, it may be seen tha
these samples are continuously distributed in theξ–T

space. Of course, different mixing models yield som
what different distributions along the mixing line b
all models yield a significant amount of ignitable mi
ture. The subsequent autoignition is controlled by
Fig. 11. Measured and computed scatter plots of temp
ture against mixture fraction for lifted flame atz/D = 9.
(a) Experimental data[13]. (b–d) Computed using IEM
(Tc = 1033 K), MC (Tc = 1040 K), and EMST (Tc =
1038 K) mixing models, respectively. The Mueller mech
nism is used for these calculations. The upper solid lin
the equilibrium temperature.

chemistry and this is the dominant rate-controlli
process.

The insensitivity of this flame to different mix
ing models is relative to its high sensitivity to th
coflow temperature. Significant difference can still
observed for calculations using different mixing mo
els in the mean axial profiles (Fig. 9), the scatter plots
at z/D = 11, 14, and 26 (Figs. 12–14), and the cal-
culation of lift-off heights (Fig. 10). But all of these
differences are small when compared to the diff
ences caused by 1% change in the coflow tempera
(Figs. 1 and 10).

Further downstream, atz/D = 11, Fig. 12shows
that a significant proportion of fluid samples is ign
ing or already ignited and this is occurring mostly
the lean side of stoichiometric. Atz/D = 14, as may
be seen fromFig. 13, in the experiments the lean mix
tures (ξ < 0.3, say)are mainly fully burnt. The sam
is true for the calculations with IEM and EMST, b
with MC there are unburnt and partially burnt sa
ples.

Different characteristics of the mixing models m
be seen fromFigs. 12–14. The IEM results show bi
modal behavior with a lean band (ξ < 0.5 in Fig. 12
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Fig. 12. Measured and computed scatter plots of temp
ture against mixture fraction for lifted flame atz/D = 11.
(a) Experimental data[13]. (b–d) Computed using IEM
(Tc = 1033 K), MC (Tc = 1040 K), and EMST (Tc =
1038 K) mixing models, respectively. The Mueller mech
nism is used for these calculations. The upper solid lin
the equilibrium temperature.

and ξ < 0.6 in Fig. 13) of reacted fluid, and a rich
band (ξ > 0.2 in Fig. 13 and ξ > 0.4 in Fig. 12) of
largely unreacted fluid. The MC results show a w
distribution between the unreacted and the rea
states and generally have better agreement with
measurements, especially on the fuel-rich side. H
ever, inFig. 13, it may be seen that the calculatio
based on the EMST mixing model are in accord w
the experimental data forξ < 0.7 (although the width
of the scatter band is somewhat narrower). In part
lar, for ξ < 0.6, there are almost no points on or clo
to the inert mixing line. In contrast, both the IEM an
the MC results show a significant amount of mix
but unreacted fluid (e.g., forξ = 0.4). The EMST re-
sults have narrower bands in theT –ξ space and hav
less reacted points on the fuel-rich side than the m
surements.

Another observation fromFigs. 11–14is that this
flame is far from equilibrium for stoichiometric an
rich mixtures even at the downstream location w
z/D = 26. To a large extent the calculations sh
the same lack of equilibrium as the measureme
especially at stoichiometric. Since equal diffusiviti
Fig. 13. Measured and computed scatter plots of temp
ture against mixture fraction for lifted flame atz/D = 14.
(a) Experimental data[13]. (b–d) Computed using IEM
(Tc = 1033 K), MC (Tc = 1040 K), and EMST (Tc =
1038 K) mixing models, respectively. The Mueller mech
nism is used for these calculations. The upper solid lin
the equilibrium temperature.

are assumed in the calculations, differential diffus
may not be responsible for the suppression of
flame temperature on the rich side. This effect is, p
sumably, either because of the interaction of mix
and reaction, or simply because reaction is slow
achieve equilibrium.

4.4. Comparison of chemistry mechanisms

The Li mechanism is an updated version of
Mueller mechanism which includes some improv
thermodynamic data and rate constants.Fig. 10
clearly shows that the Li mechanism calculations
nite sooner than the Mueller mechanism calculati
and hence give shorter lift-off heights over the wh
test range. With increasing coflow temperature,
differences in the lift-off heights between the calcu
tions using the two different mechanisms diminish

It is clear from Figs. 8 and 10that the choice
of mixing models or the specification of the mixin
model constantCφ (Cφ = 1.5, 2.0, or 2.5) has les
effect on the calculated lift-off heights than the che
ical kinetic mechanisms. This is consistent with p
vious findings[16].
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Fig. 14. Measured and computed scatter plots of temp
ture against mixture fraction for lifted flame atz/D = 26.
(a) Experimental data[13]. (b–d) Computed using IEM
(Tc = 1033 K), MC (Tc = 1040 K), and EMST (Tc =
1038 K) mixing models, respectively. The Mueller mech
nism is used for these calculations. The upper solid lin
the equilibrium temperature.

4.5. Comparison of joint PDF and composition PD
calculations

The superior performance of the joint PDF a
proach has already been demonstrated inFig. 4where
the calculated radial profiles of mean axial veloc
and rms fluctuations are clearly closer to measu
ments that those obtained from the composition P
These two approaches are further contrasted here
respect to the mixing field.Fig. 15 shows measure
and calculated radial profiles of the Favre mean m
ture fraction and its rms fluctuations. Calculatio
using the joint velocity-composition PDF are cons
erably more accurate than the previous composi
PDF calculation which overpredicts the spreading
mixing rates. It is worth noting here that the comp
sition PDF approach uses thek–ε turbulence mode
with the standard coefficients and this is well kno
to yield excessive spreading of round jets.

The capability of the joint PDF calculations
yield better agreement compared with the meas
ments for both the velocity and the mixture fracti
fields is a significant advantage over the compo
tion PDF approach. This is particularly relevant f
Fig. 15. Radial profiles of Favre mean (left plots) a
rms (right plots) mixture fraction. (Circles) Measureme
[13]; (dash-dotted line) composition PDF calculations (M
Mueller mechanism,Tc = 1045 K); (dotted line) joint PDF
calculations with the same settings as those of compos
PDF calculations (MC, Mueller mechanism,Tc = 1045 K);
(solid line) joint PDF calculations using the EMST mi
ing model, the Mueller mechanism, and coflow tempera
Tc = 1033 K. The computed inlet velocity profiles are us
for all calculations in this figure.

downstream locations in the jets where this latter
proach fails even if thek–ε constants are modified.
should be noted here that the use of more advan
versions of thek–ε model or a Reynolds-stress turb
lence model may yield improved calculations us
the composition PDF. However, the joint PDF a
proach is more likely to compute the correct flow a
mixing fields in more complex flows which involv
swirl and recirculation. This improved calculation
the flow and mixing field results in good agreeme
with the measurements for the composition field a
demonstrated in the next section.

4.6. Calculation of scalar fields

This section validates the performance of the jo
PDF approach with respect to reactive scalar fie
The measured and calculated temperature and sp
mass fractions are compared at various axial lo
tions in the flames. As discussed earlier, and gi
the strong sensitivity of this flame to the coflow te
perature and experimental uncertainty associated
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Fig. 16. Radial profiles of Favre mean (left plots) a
rms (right plots) temperature. (Circles) Measurements[13];
(lines) joint PDF calculations (EMST, Li mechanism) o
tained using calculated inlet velocity profiles[16] (solid line,
Tc = 1033 K) and measured velocity profiles[15] (dashed
line, Tc = 1031 K).

its measurement, it is more appropriate to make c
parisons between flames that have the same lift
height rather than at the same coflow temperat
Measurements are available for a flame with a cofl
temperature ofTc = 1045 K and a lift-off height of
about 10 diameters. To match this lift-off height u
ing the PDF approach, a coflow temperature ofTc =
1031 K is needed if the calculated inlet velocity pr
files are used. A slightly higher coflow temperatu
of Tc = 1033 K is required when the measured in
velocity profiles is employed. It is worth noting he
that the difference of 12–14 K inTc is still small com-
pared to the experimental uncertainty of 31 K (3%)
can also be noted that in an independent experim
under the same nominal conditions, Kent[15] found
that Tc = 1022 K yielded the same lift-off height a
that observed by Cabra et al.[10].

Figs. 15–20show the radial profiles of Favre mea
and rms mixture fraction, temperature, and mass f
tion of H2, O2, H2O, and OH. The Li mechanism an
the EMST mixing model are used for these calcu
tions; Tc = 1033 K is used for the computed inl
velocity profiles[16] and Tc = 1031 K is used for
the measured inlet velocity profiles[15]. One can see
that the joint PDF calculations using the computed
let velocity profiles are generally in better agreem
Fig. 17. Radial profiles of Favre mean (left plots) and r
(right plots) mass fraction of H2. (Circles) Measurement
[13]; (lines) joint PDF calculations (EMST, Li mechanism
obtained using calculated inlet velocity profiles[16] (solid
line, Tc = 1033 K) and measured velocity profiles[15]
(dashed line,Tc = 1031 K).

with the measurements, for both the mean and the
profiles. At the same time, calculations using m
sured velocity profiles yield comparable results in
mean profiles, but overpredict the rms profiles in m
plots. This may be caused by two reasons. First, f
Fig. 4 one can see from the velocity profiles that t
calculations using the measured inlet profiles overp
dict the rms velocity atz/D > 8. This overprediction
in the rms velocity results in an overprediction in t
rms species profiles. Second, it should be noted
that while inlet velocity profiles have some impact
the calculated flame structure, this remains relativ
small compared to the effects of the coflow tempe
ture.

5. Conclusions

In the present work, numerically accurate veloci
turbulent frequency-composition joint PDF calcu
tions have been made for the first time for a turbul
lifted flame issuing in a vitiated coflow. The effec
of the boundary conditions are investigated. Mo
calculations with detailed chemistry are perform
using three existing mixing models, i.e., IEM, MC
and EMST. Two detailed hydrogen mechanisms,
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Fig. 18. Radial profiles of Favre mean (left plots) a
rms (right plots) mass fraction of O2. (Circles) Measure-
ments[13]; (lines) joint PDF calculations (EMST, Li mech
anism) obtained using calculated inlet velocity profiles[16]
(solid line,Tc = 1033 K) and measured velocity profile[15]
(dashed line,Tc = 1031 K).

the Mueller and Li mechanisms, are implemented
ing ISAT. This is the first study of the comparativ
performance of all three mixing models in applicati
to a turbulent flame with detailed chemistry. A ne
parallel algorithm, involving domain partitioning o
particles, has been implemented. The calculated
locity, temperature and reactive scalar fields are c
pared with measurements.

Two inlet velocity profiles are used in the calcu
tions to compare with the scalar field measureme
Good agreement with measurements is shown for
velocity, mixture fraction, temperature, and spec
The calculations using computed inlet velocity p
files yield better agreement with the measured sc
profiles, especially for the rms profiles.

Generally, the velocity field and mixture fractio
profiles are not very sensitive to the boundary c
ditions (including the coflow temperature), mixin
models, and chemistry mechanisms. On the o
hand, temperature and the reactive scalar fields
very sensitive to the coflow temperature and this
captured very well by the joint PDF calculation
presented here. Given this strong sensitivity to
coflow temperature,Tc, comparisons are made b
tween flames which have the same lift-off heig
rather than the sameTc.
Fig. 19. Radial profiles of Favre mean (left plots) and r
(right plots) mass fraction of H2O. (Circles) Measurement
[13]; (lines) joint PDF calculations (EMST, Li mechanism
obtained using calculated inlet velocity profiles[16] (solid
line, Tc = 1033 K) and measured velocity profiles[15]
(dashed line,Tc = 1031 K).

There are various indicators pointing to the co
clusion that this flame is largely chemistry controlle
(i) the use of different mixing models and differe
values of the mixing model constantCφ (Cφ = 1.5,
2.0, and 2.5) has much less effect on this flame t
varying the chemical kinetic mechanism or the cofl
temperature; (ii) the turbulence intensity specified
the inlet boundary affects profiles of velocity, temp
ature, and mixture fraction but does not significan
affect the species controlling the chemistry at u
stream locations in the flame, so that the lift-off heig
remains largely unaffected; (iii) it can be seen fro
the scatter plots (e.g.,Fig. 11) that there are man
mixed, potentially reactive but unreacted points
cated on the inert mixing line.

Calculations using the EMST mixing model giv
shorter lift-off heights than those with the IEM mode
Calculations using the MC mixing model give th
highest lift-offs for most coflow temperatures, b
a crossover between the IEM and EMST calcu
tions occurs at a coflow temperature about 1028
1022 K for the Mueller and Li mechanisms, resp
tively. The Li mechanism yields earlier ignition tha
the Mueller mechanism and hence gives shorter
off heights over the whole test range. The current jo
PDF calculations exhibit better agreement with
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Fig. 20. Radial profiles of Favre mean (left plots) and r
(right plots) mass fraction of OH. (Circles) Measureme
[13]; (lines) joint PDF calculations (EMST, Li mechanism
obtained using calculated inlet velocity profiles[16] (solid
line, Tc = 1033 K) and measured velocity profiles[15]
(dashed line,Tc = 1031 K).

experimental data than the previous composition P
calculations. The composition PDF method overp
dicts the spreading of the velocity and mixture fra
tion because of the use of thek–ε turbulence mode
with standard coefficients.
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